
ASTR 601 Problem Set 1: Due Wednesday, September 15

1. This problem will explore another aspect of random walks. Suppose that we have a

uniform-density plane-parallel slab. Let z be the axis normal to the slab. The optical depth

of the slab in the z direction is τ0 � 1, and above and below the slab the density of scatterers

is zero. We assume that light enters from the top moving in the −z direction and, when

it scatters, scatters isotropically (i.e., after any scatter the photon’s new motion has equal

probability in all directions). The scattering is coherent, which means that the photon energy

doesn’t change and the photon is never absorbed, only scattered. To make things easier,

we will assume that the first scatter always happens at an optical depth 1.0 from the top.

However, after that first scatter sends the photon in a random direction, the photons behave

as they actually would (for example, although the mean optical depth traveled between

scatterings is unity, the distance distribution is exponential).

Given these assumptions, compute within a factor of 2 the fraction of photons that

emerge out of the bottom of the slab (the rest are eventually reflected back out of the top

of the slab). A cumulus cloud can have an optical depth of tens; use this information to

provide a sanity check on your answer. Hint: there is a straightforward symmetry-based

approach to this problem that will give you the answer without significant manipulation of

equations.

2. Suppose you have an isotropic radiation field with specific intensity Iν . In it you place

an infinitely thin circular disk of radius R. One side of the disk is perfectly reflecting (i.e.,

the angle of incidence in the disk frame equals the angle of reflection in the disk frame, and

in the disk frame the energy of the photon after reflection equals the energy of the photon

before reflection). The other side absorbs all the radiation and then beams all of it exactly

along the outward direction normal to the disk surface. Again, in the disk frame, the energy

of the photon that leaves equals the energy of the photon that was absorbed. Initially the

disk is at rest.

(a) From symmetry arguments, will the disk rotate, and if so, in what direction? The disk

will have a linear acceleration. What will be the direction of motion?

(b) Calculate the net force on the disk, expressed as appropriate integrals.

(c) If the disk has mass m, calculate the terminal speed of the disk (i.e., when it has no

net force). Remember to properly transform the specific intensity given the motion (use the

relativistically correct expressions). Give the answer explicitly as a fraction of the speed of

light; if necessary, pick specific values for m and R. You should get the speed as the root

of a polynomial equation; you may do so to within 10% of the correct answer (don’t solve

exactly; you’ll go crazy with the expressions you need!).



(d) Galactic Travels, Inc. wants to use this method to get to high speeds using radiation

forces. They construct a spaceship that is a thin disk of radius R = 105 cm and mass 1011 g.

Within a factor of 103, how long does it take to get to half of the terminal velocity assuming

that they are in intergalactic space illuminated by the cosmic microwave background, which

is a blackbody at T = 2.73 K? Advise them on the feasibility of their plans.

3. An independent theorist of your acquaintance, Dr. I. M. N. Sane, has a new theory

of the hot gas in non-cool-core galaxy clusters based on his belief that the gas around

∼ 100 kpc from the center is to good accuracy described by local thermodynamic equi-

librium. As support for his idea he points out that in such clusters the temperature is

measured to be nearly constant over a wide range of radii (for example, see the cyan curve

at http://www.sr.bham.ac.uk/∼ajrs/R/gallery/CC-vs nCC kT prof.png). He asks you for

your opinion, and in particular requests that you think about a typical temperature of

T = 108 K and a number density of n = 10−3 cm−3, and that you assume that the gas is

pure hydrogen.

(a) The matter at that density and temperature will be fully ionized, so the only relevant

opacities will be Thomson scattering (which has an opacity weighted over all frequencies

of κscatt = 0.4 cm2 g−1) and free-free absorption (which has an opacity weighted over all

frequencies of κff ≈ 7.5 × 1022 cm2 g−1 ρ/T 3.5, where the mass density ρ and temperature T

are measured in cgs units). Compute both opacities for the situation at hand, and explain

which one is more important for determining the propagation of photons.

(b) From part (a), estimate the mean free path of a photon at this location. Based on

this, evaluate Dr. Sane’s claim. In particular, address his argument that LTE is reasonable

because the temperature really is close to constant.

4. An evil E&M professor has assigned you the task of deriving the time-averaged power per

solid angle radiated by a charge e that moves in simple harmonic motion along the z axis,

z(t) = a cos(ω0t). After a bleary night’s work you have come up with the cgs expression

dP
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(1 − β2 cos2 θ)7/2

]
sin2 θ (1)

where β = aω0/c, θ is the normal polar angle measured from the +z direction, and φ is the

azimuthal angle. The homework is due in the morning, so you need to decide whether this

equation satisfies constraints of units, limits, and symmetry. Please do not look up this

expression.

(a) Are the units correct?

(b) Does this expression have the correct symmetries? For example, does the angular de-

pendence satisfy your intuition? What if the signs of β or e are reversed?



(c) Does this expression have the correct limits? What if ω0 or a go to zero? What other

limits can you check? Be quantitative if possible, but at least indicate, e.g., when the power

should be large and when it should be small.


